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The Cunninghan and Turner reader, once again, has a core of eleven informational 
chapters updating us on developments in and around mass media, set in a jacket of other 
chapters describing selected theories of media or media research, and at the back some 
“cultural studies” essays about aspects of prominent media fare over recent years: sports, 
celebrities, media treatments of the 2005 Cronulla “riot” brought out once again. 
 
This year’s edition lives up to the reputation of the series for delivering a useful overview 
of current developments in media across a broad range, providing a good field of facts 
and references. The most recent information, for instance on numbers of television 
viewers, or the latest action by music companies against illegal downloads, will be there. 
It is essential material for study it this field, which is not really gathered together 
elsewhere in one place, and it evinces the industry of the editors and contributors. 
 
The Introductory chapter this time contains a concise and quotable treatment of issues 
that have been emerging, which sums up many discussions that have been going on. It 
looks at an historical move from dealing with media of scarce channels to media of 
abundance, and then the digitisation and diversification of forms of mass media, bringing 
accentuated unpredictability; arriving at a question for the present moment: what are the 
media today?  
 
This Introduction also tells of a split in direction in the media studies field between two 
sets of interests sometimes known as “R” and “C” – easing up on reviewing ideas about 
the representation of natural phenomena in the mass media; moving to more 
communication studies, being evidence-based work engaged with preoccupations of the 
media business, like policy development and regulation. 
 
It’s suggested in the book that communication studies might call in work from more 
established disciplines – law, the arts, business, even history – noting that as yet there’s 
no comprehensive history of Australian television. Cunningham demonstrates progress 
with policy work in a reference chapter identifying the regulators and the issues, 
affirming that communications studies must “consult policy papers, and even regulatory 
and legislative documentation, as well as academic work”.  He says also, the welter of 
documentation “won’t mean much if you haven’t really tried to understand where policy 
sits within debates about power, change, representation and identity that undergird our 
discipline.” 
 
So, back to “R”, social theories of media providing context, and reasons for the book: 
“Our answers proceed from a set of views about the role media should play … There can 
be no disinterested position on the media: their social and political function is so central, 
so profound …”, the editors aver.  The composition of the book “implies an activist 
relation to the field, either through the critique of media and communications policy, or 
through an interrogation of the perfiomance of the media against their responsibilities to 
the public interest.” 
 
The critical standpoint is explained in this edition with a chapter called “theoretical 
traditions” (John Sinclair), paraphrasing prominent international contributors to past 
debates over media in society, loosely set up for us as  European (including British) 
Marxism versus an American empicricism. Sinclair’s chapter also offers a kind of theory 
of colonisation of Australian scholarship in media studies: continental Europeans would 
pass on their ideas to British, who might bring them out to the Antipodes – much like the 
time-lag with Paris collections in the 1950s; ladies could be two years out of style. A 
glance at publication dates suggests though that Down Under contributors to the debate 
were in the general game and writing more or less contemporaneously, not so much 
copying-out well after the event. Sinclair cannot categorise and does not quite know what 
to make of the pragmatic, problem-centred earlier Australian media scholarship of the 
1960s onward, mentioning some, omitting others, e.g. scholars from law or politics 
finding out information to explain the machinations around clearing  of the VHF band for 
FM radio.  
 
The overview of theories provided in the above chapter is supplemented by two others: a 
run-down on practices followed in representation studies and textual analysis, in the 
particular theoretical tradition favoured by this book (Kate Bowles); and a treatment of 
research on audiences (Sue Turnbull), mentioning industry attempts at monitoring 
audiences through ratings systems, qualitative and quantitative studies of audiences, and 
the concepts of passive and active audiences --- and reflecting a widespread 
dissatisfaction with the amount of knowledge, or lack of it, about media users which all 
this has produced. Still more original data gathering from surveys and the like would 
help, versus the volume of research that draws on outside sources like published official 
statistics.        
 
Next, following the “theories” , or “approaches” section of  the book as it is named, 
comes the block of eleven chapters referred to above as forming the main part of it. These 
are close to the home-grown tradition of media research; providing informational updates 
and analyses on the current situation, in regard to: newspapers, telecommunications , 
radio, television, magazines, advertising or popular music. A chapter on the Internet, 
online and mobile communications and culture, by Gerard Goggin, covers essentials. 
Larissa Hjorth, on games, foreshadows “Game 2.0”, especially with greater game 
mobility, penetrating much more into ways thinking and relating, “moving onto centre 
stage as a dominant form of creative and social media …”.  Watch for how it turns out, in 
a later edition. (A further chapter, at the back of the book, by Jean Burgess and John 
Banks, on user created content and social networks, deserves inclusion here as one that 
can be used as a comprehensive, informational story-so-far in its field).     
 
Potentially important points are raised in the chapter on public relations (Turner), which 
gives a light treatment of definitions and asserts that expansion of the PR industry, along 
with contracting media jobs numbers, is killing off professional journalistic investigation. 
This would warrant more study. Media students reading the text might notice from 
sources like daily newspapers an actual trend to more systematically researched 
disclosures, often as not targetting governments, especially on short-term, localised 
topics. Possible explanations for this, if true, may include that journalists and their 
informants are producing harder material thorough enhanced computer based research, 
i.e. better discovery or communications tools and productivity. 
 
Mention is made by the authors of various disciplines contributing in the media zone, 
though the backing-off of universities from fields like history, government, social 
psychology and other “social sciences” has reduced the chances, and through omission, 
must create gaps in the field of knowledge. Consider how it would be if at this time we 
had more in the way of histories, social psychology, studies of political decision-making 
on media, sociology of media industries, or conceivably extensions of the general 
communication theory and modeling commenced by Harold Lasswell and others. There 
is scope for more specifically targeted, evidence-based work on crucial topics, like the 
anatomy, functions and societal roles of the Australian Broadcasting Corporation.  
 
The Media and Communications in Australia displays work from a wide range of 
disciplines yet ends up under-representing human factors which must be at the heart of 
mass media. Who are these citizen journalists; what are they like? As the authors say, the 
literature to date has not proved up a democratising trend there. How are afficionados of 
online games developing in their lives; why are they forever at it, and how do their 
“staycations” (vacations at home) affect health and happiness? Such concerns may turn 
out to be important for society. Is it possible to obtain more study of creative acts that 
make media; for instance to include outcomes of practice-led research from creative arts? 
There is a place for the human in humanities, in research on media.   
 
Whereas the authors of this text place their discipline “at the boundaries between 
humanities and the social sciences” an invasion of the field from those neighbouring 
quarters would be promising. To this reviewer it is more of a problem still for the 
structure of the book that the methodology and content of the central chapters, and the 
privileging of certain theoretical approaches (be they European communists or the 
tradition of empirical micro-studies in the US), don’t fit together well. For students of the 
media in Australia, will reciting “activist” translations from French dada be much help 
for putting a conceptual frame around problems of media, like those dealt with through 
most of this book? Yet also we have the option to follow the authors’ advice, that “of 
course, not everyone will want to read every part of this book.” 
 
 
 
 
       
 
 
   
 
 
